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Communication via mechanical stress feedback is believed to play an

important role in the intercellular coordination of collective cellular

movements. One such movement is ventral furrow formation (VFF) in the

Drosophila melanogaster embryo. We previously introduced an active

granular fluid (AGF) model, which demonstrated that cellular

constriction chains observed during the initial phase of VFF are likely

the result of intercellular coordination by tensile-stress feedback.

Further observation of individual cellular dynamics motivated us to

introduce progressive constrictions and Markov chain Monte Carlo

based fluctuation of particle radii to our AGF model. We use a novel

stress-based Voronoi tessellation method to translate the anisotropic

network of highly polydisperse, axisymmetric force centers into a

confluent cellular layer. This allows us to apply a similar means of

analysis to both live and simulated embryos. We find that our

enhanced AGF model, which combines tensile mechanical stress

feedback and individual cellular fluctuations, successfully captures

collective cell dynamics.
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1 Introduction

There is emerging evidence that mechanical stress feedback is

a pervasive factor in synchronizing the activity of cells during

morphogenesis and other developmental processes [1–15].

However, intercellular communication via mechanical stress

feedback is not understood to the same degree as chemical

and electrical signaling. This is in large part due to limited

ability to measure mechanical forces between the individual

cells of a biological tissue in real time. Direct measuring

techniques such as magnetic fluid or particle localization

[16–20] and indirect methods such as microscopy analysis

techniques [21, 22], application of optogenetic techniques [23,

24], or application of laser ablation techniques [25, 26] have

undoubtedly pushed our understanding forward. However, the

creation of numerical models of biological development is also

very important to the investigation of intercellular

communication and coordination via mechanical stress

feedback.

Numerical models provide a means of exploring collective

phenomena associated with mechanical stress field distribution

and related intercellular mechanical forces within developing

biological tissues. Such numerical models have been used in

various biological contexts and for a variety of organisms. These

include numerical models of chick somitogenesis and forebrain

[27, 28], cell flow in zebrafish tail bud elongation [7, 29, 30],

mouse distal visceral endoderm formation and elongation [31],

and elongation of the C. elegans embryo [32]. Here we present an

enhanced active granular fluid (AGF) model with Markov chain

Monte Carlo (MCMC) fluctuations and demonstrate its ability to

capture dynamics of ventral furrow formation (VFF) in the

Drosophila melanogaster embryo.

During embryonic development, the embryo establishes axes,

patterns tissues, grows, specifies the identities of cells and tissue

that differentiate into functional cells and tissues, and generates

the shape and form of the embryo. Morphogenesis, the

generation of form and structure in an organism, is directed

and guided by cascades of gene expression, gene activation, and

biochemical signaling. However, a growing field of literature has

highlighted the importance of intercellular mechanics as a critical

mechanism in the control of morphogenesis [1–6, 33–43].

Drosophila has emerged as one of the major model organisms

for the study of mechanical signaling. VFF, one of the main

morphogenetic movements of gastrulation in Drosophila, has

been an especially rich avenue of investigation. VFF internalizes a

rectangular field of approximately 950 cells along the underside

of the embryo that becomes the mesoderm: the region that

eventually forms muscle, heart, blood, etc. in Drosophila [44–47].

The region internalized by the VFF is defined by the partly

overlapping expression of twist and snail. These genes not only

define the region but also make the cells of the region

mechanically active [43, 45, 46, 48, 49]. These cells remain in

the same positions and do not translocate within the mesoderm

field during VFF [47, 50]. The invagination of the field proceeds

in a stereotypic pattern: apical flattening of the cells, an

increasing number of cells undergoing apical constrictions

(the slow phase), inward buckling driven by rapid apical

constriction [47] and basal expansion [51] (the fast phase)

controlled by the secretion of the Fog signal ligand, and

formation of the ventral furrow proper [45, 47, 49, 50, 52–54].

Apical constriction pulses in individual cells can be categorized as

either unratcheted or ratcheted. Ratcheted pulses are those for

which the cells lock-in a reduced size. Repeated ratcheted pulses

underpin apical constrictions. Detailed observation of cellular

dynamics revealed random apical size fluctuations for cells

undergoing unratcheted pulses [49, 55]. These random

unratcheted pulses can transition to ratcheted constrictions

during the slow phase and have been shown to be positively

correlated with apical constriction in neighboring cells [56].

Our observations have shown that the correlation between

apical constrictions is far more extensive than simple

neighbor–neighbor interactions. Constrictions form chain-like

patterns that percolate across the mesoderm field during the slow

phase of apical constrictions. These patterns are known as

cellular constriction chains (CCCs) and are indicative of

tensile mechanical stress feedback [1]. Our most recent work

demonstrates that CCCs form along underlying paths of tensile

stress that can extend through or wrap around regions of reduced

apical constriction [2]. This phenomenon lowers the impact of

local contractility reduction, thus aiding the robustness of VFF.

Our original AGF model captured the formation of CCCs;

however, it was unable to describe details of the constriction

progression because constrictions were treated as instantaneous.

To capture the dynamics of apical constrictions during VFF, we

have enhanced our previous AGF model to incorporate

fluctuations in apical constrictions during both ratcheted and

unratcheted pulses. We have also introduced gradual ratcheted

apical pulses to our tensile-stress-driven stochastic process rather

than the single ratcheted constriction step that we previously

used. These changes allow us to apply similar analyses to data

from both live embryos and simulated embryos. Detailed analysis

of cell apical area trajectories reveals that the transition from

unratcheted to ratcheted pulses is markedly sharp. In addition,

we find that the onset time of this transition and the rate of

successive ratcheted pulses after the onset vary between cells. The

agreement between the predicted and observed behavior further

confirms the crucial role of mechanical stress feedback in the

apical constriction process of VFF.

2 Collective dynamics of constricting
cells during VFF

To characterize the collective dynamics of constricting cells

during the onset of VFF, we have processed time-lapse confocal

images of the apical surface of the ventral region of five embryos.
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The images were acquired previously [2] and are available from

Dryad [57].

We have 1) segmented the images; 2) tracked the cells; 3)

measured the cell areas, aspect ratios, and the positions of the cell

centroids; and 4) evaluated the constriction histories of the tracked

cells. The segmentation and tracking was done using Embryo

Development Geometry Explorer (EDGE) software package [58],

and further data processing was performed by employing a

FIGURE 1
Evolution of overall cell apical constriction patterns in theDrosophila embryo during the slow phase of VFF. (A) The original contrast-enhanced
time-lapse images of the ventral side of a live Spider-GFP Drosophila embryo at the time (as labeled) measured from the onset of the ratcheted
constriction process. (B) The corresponding processed imageswith tracked cells colored by the value of area reduction factor rA = 0.95k, where k=0,
2, 3, . . . (color bar); untracked cells are indicated in white, and areas not identified as cells by the image processing software are marked in gray.
Time zero is set at the onset of the ratcheted constriction phase. The color scale is truncated at k = 2 because of the data resolution. The results for
Embryo 1. Live embryo images were acquired previously [2] and are used here under the article’s CC BY license.
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combination of in-house MATLAB and Fortran routines. The degree of

constrictions was characterized using the area reduction factor

rA � A

Aref
, (1)

which describes how the area A of a given cell apex changes

relative to the reference area Aref of the same individual cell

before the ratcheted constriction process begins. The reference

area is obtained by averaging the cell area over several sequential

confocal images. The results are presented for two embryos with

the best alignment, referred to as Embryo 1 and Embryo 2.

To visualize the constriction dynamics, the tracked cells in

the segmented video frames were color-coded by the value of the

area reduction factor Eq. 1. The factor is marked at finite intervals

0.95k, (k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ), with a cutoff at a minimal constriction

degree. We show results for two cutoffs: k = 2 (rA = 0.90) in

Figure 1 to depict the progression of the collective constriction

process and at a strong-constriction level k = 8 (rA = 0.66) in

Figure 2 to emphasize the formation of CCCs. We also show the

time evolution of the number of constricted cells at different

constriction levels (Figures 3A,B) for both embryos.

Both the processed images (Figure 1) and area histories (Figure 3)

indicate that at the initial stage cell apices fluctuate in size in an

approximately stationary random process. The intensity of these

fluctuations (roughly 10%–20% of the apical cell area) remains

approximately constant at this stage. The observed cell dynamics

results from the existence of unratcheted constriction pulses of

actomyosin network [49], the machinery that drives the

constriction process.

Consistent with earlier observations [49, 56], the initial

unratcheted-constriction phase is followed by the ratcheted-

constriction phase, during which the size of cell apices gradually

decreases. The transition between the unratcheted and ratcheted

phases is manifested by the increase in the number of constricted

cells, initially at lower constriction degree (rA > 0.9), and later at

increasingly higher constriction degrees. The transition is quite

sharp, and the ratcheted phase is clearly distinguishable from the

earlier unratcheted phase [56] (Figure 3).

After more than 50% of cells constrict to rA = 0.65, the ventral

surface bulges inwards and starts to invaginate. As a result, the

cell apices move out of the focal plane of the confocal imaging

system, and the images lose their resolution, as seen in the last

frame in Figure 1. Thus, the number of tracked cells decreases,

which is reflected in the decreased counts of the number of

constricted cells. The data depicted in Figures 1–3 do not show

any subsequent transition from a slower progressive ratcheted

constriction phase to the fast constriction phase postulated in

[47], but rather reveal a gradual acceleration of the constriction

process reflected in the increasing number of strongly constricted

FIGURE 2
Formation of cellular constriction chains (CCCs) in theDrosophila embryo during the late slow phase of VFF. (A) The original contrast-enhanced
time-lapse images of the ventral side of a live Spider-GFPDrosophila embryo. (B) The corresponding processed images with tracked cells colored by
the value of area reduction factor rA. The labeling is the same as in Figure 1, except that the color scale is truncated to visualize the formation of chains
of strongly constricted apices (rA ≤ 0.66). The results for Embryo 2. Live embryo imageswere acquired previously [2] and are used here under the
article’s CC BY license.
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cells. These findings are consistent with the analysis by Xie and

Martin [56] of their experimental data.

Figure 2 demonstrates that apical constrictions are spatially

correlated: they tend to form chain-like structures termed CCCs

[1, 2]. Based on the analogy between force chains in granular

media [59, 60] and CCCs, we argued that CCCs emerge as a result

of cell communication via mechanical forces. To elucidate the

role of such communication, we have developed a numerical

AGF model with mechanical feedback. We demonstrated

that there is a good agreement of our simulation results with

in vivo observations of the constriction morphologies and

constricted-cell cluster statistics [1, 2].

Our previous work [1, 2] focused on strongly constricted

cells, and strong constrictions are typically ratcheted

(irreversible) [49, 56]. In our modeling approach we thus

treated constrictions as irreversible instantaneous events. In

the present paper we concentrate on both unratcheted

constriction fluctuations and the gradual character of the

collective ratcheted apical constriction dynamics (Figure 1

and Figure 3). Thus, we have enhanced our AGF model

accordingly.

3 The enhanced AGF model

Similar to our previous approach [1, 2], the enhanced AGFmodel

describes themechanics of the confluent 2D system of constricting cell

apices on the ventral surface of the Drosophila embryo using a set of

force centers representing individual cells. (See [61] for a review of

force-center techniques.). As depicted in Figure 4, the active region and

the explicitly simulated part of adjacent ventrolateral tissue aremapped

onto a rectangular domain of force centers. To reduce the numerical

cost, for the remaining dorsolateral tissue we use an implicit

representation in terms of a set of springs with properties

matching elastic properties of the modeled epithelial layer.

In the anteroposterior direction we apply periodic boundary

conditions to mimic anchoring of the boundaries of the active

domain by immobile end caps of the embryo. Immobile anterior

and posterior boundaries of the active domain ensure that apical

constrictions generate anisotropic stress distribution in the tissue

[1, 2, 62]. One could use fixed boundary conditions instead, but

this would not yield a more realistic description of the end caps

because of a high Gaussian curvature of the epithelial layer in the

end-cap regions.

FIGURE 3
The progression of the apical constriction process. The graphs show the number (left scale) and the fraction (right scale) of tracked cells with the
area reduction factor rA smaller than the specified value (as labeled). The current number of tracked cells (TC) is also shown. At the onset of
invagination the number of tracked cells decreases because the cells move out of the focal plane. The results for (A) Embryo 1 and (B) Embryo 2.
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FIGURE 4
Schematic of the AGFmodel. (A) The simulated domain of theDrosophila embryo. The active ventral and the passive lateral regions are marked
in yellow and gray, respectively. (B) The simulated region is mapped onto a rectangular domain with periodic boundary conditions in the
anteroposterior direction. The outer part of the passive region (light blue in the figure) is modeled implicitly as an elastic medium represented by
springs. (C) The cells are described using force centers interacting via repulsive and attractive forces. The repulsive forces (represented by
circles) act between all contact cells. The attractive forces (represented by lines) act only between neighbors and do not switch during the
progression of the constriction process. (D) The confluent cell layer is obtained from the force center system using the augmented stress-based
Voronoi construction. In both (C,D), the constricted particles are marked in brown; the color intensity represents the degree of constriction. (E) At
this stage of development, theDrosophila embryo consists of a single layer of cells. The basal surface faces the inner yolk sac while the apical surface
faces the vitelline membrane that encapsulates the embryo. Our AGF model focuses on the apical surface.

FIGURE 5
Representation of unratcheted and ratcheted constriction processes in the enhanced AGF model. The unratcheted constrictions are modeled
as uncorrelated random fluctuations of the actual constriction factor fi, Eq. 6, (gray line) around the current anchor value fAi, Eq. 7, (purple, green, and
blue lines). The unratcheted constrictions are modeled as MCMC generated from the Metropolis potential Ei with the minimum at fAi (insets); the
ratcheted constrictions are represented by a unidirectional, stress-correlated stepwise process resulting in a decrease of fAi by a ratio q = 0.9 in
each step. Left inset shows that the actual interaction range of a force center can be larger or smaller than the anchor size. Middle inset indicates that
the decrease or increase of fi in a given simulation step is accepted with the probability Pi that depends on Ei, as defined by Eq. 9. All three insets show
that ratcheted constrictions result in a shift of the Metropolis potential towards the smaller values of fi.
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The cell boundaries for a given force-center configuration are

determined using our augmented stress-based Voronoi construction

[2] (Figure 4). The newmodel involves twomajor enhancements: 1) we

introduce unratcheted cell size fluctuations around a current anchor size

associated with the degree of ratcheted constrictions; and 2) we describe

ratcheted constrictions as a multistep gradual constriction process

(Figure 5).

3.1 The underlying force-center system

The force centers i and j interact via a combination of

pairwise-additive repulsive and attractive spring potentials,

V = Vr + Va, where

Vr rij( ) � ϵ
2
1 − rij/dij( )2Θ 1 − rij/dij( ) (2a)

is the repulsive part, and

Va rij( ) �
ϵ
2
1 − rij/dij( )2Θ rij/dij − 1( ) i, j connected neighbors

0 otherwise

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
(2b)

is the attractive part. Here ϵ is the characteristic energy scale, rij is
the separation between force centers i and j, and dij � 1

2 (di + dj)
is their average interaction range, where di and dj denote the

repulsion range of force centers i and j. The Heaviside step

functionΘ(x) is introduced to select the repulsive part (Eq. 2a) or
the attractive part (Eq. 2b) of the interaction potential. The

repulsive part of the potential Eq. 2 mimics elastic cell

interactions, and the attractive part describes a combination of

adhesive and elastic interactions. Only connected neighbors

established before the onset of the constriction process

experience attraction. During subsequent evolution, the list of

connected neighbors does not change because in vivo neighbor-

switching events (T1 transitions) are rare [62].

In the initial state the force-center system is a 50%–50% bidisperse

mixture with the interaction-range ratio r = 1.1. The cells in the central

band (approximately 12 cellswide) are active, and the remaining cells are

passive. This geometry is the same as in our previous study [2].

During the constriction process the interaction ranges di of force

centers representing the active cells change, and the system

undergoes a quasistatic evolution, passing through a sequence of

states in mechanical equilibrium for each set of di values. The cell

geometry is obtained from the equilibrium configuration of the force

centers using the stress-based augmented Voronoi construction.

3.2 Stress-based augmented Voronoi
tessellation

After the onset of the ratcheted constriction process, the

system of cell apices becomes highly polydisperse and

anisotropic. The standard Voronoi tessellation [63], which is

based on the positions of particle centers alone, cannot accurately

represent this geometry. We have solved this problem [2] by

defining the Voronoi tessellation in terms of the stress-based

cellular shape tensor

Di � di I + s−10 Si( ), (3)
where

Si � − 1
2ϵ ∑j≠i rijf ij (4)

is the normalized virial stress tensor, rij = ri − rj is the relative

position of the force centers ri and rj, fij = −ijV (where ij

denotes gradient with respect to the relative position rij) is the

intercellular force, and s0 is an O (1) scale factor representing a

typical number of springs contributing to cellular deformation in

a given direction. We use s0 ≈ 2 in our analysis. The force fij
includes both the attractive and repulsive contributions.

The shape tensor Di, Eq. 3, represents deformation of an

elastic cell due to stresses generated by the surrounding cells. In

the Voronoi construction, the shape tensor defines an anisotropic

weighted distance

�ρi �
ρi

ρ̂i ·Di · ρ̂i
(5)

between a trial point ρ and the force center i, where ρi = ρ − ri is

the relative trial point–force center position, ρi = |ρi|, and

ρ̂i � ρi/ρi. To generate the augmented stress-based Voronoi

tessellation, a trial point ρ is assigned to the force center i for

which the weighted distance �ρi has the smallest value.

3.3 Representation of apical constrictions
as a stochastic constriction process

According to the analyses [49, 56] of actomyosin pulses and

the associated cell area changes, apical constrictions can be

classified as unratcheted or ratcheted. Unratcheted

constrictions can be interpreted as random fluctuations of

cell areas, whereas ratcheted constrictions lead to a

permanent cell area decrease. Thus, to describe the

constriction process, we introduce two sets of random

variables di and dAi undergoing two coupled stochastic

processes, corresponding to unratcheted and ratcheted

constrictions, respectively. The random variable di represents

the actual range of the interaction potential Eq. 2 of the force

center i. The anchor range dAi, around which unratcheted

constrictions of cell i occur, characterizes the current state of

the ratcheted actin-myosin meshwork. We also define the

corresponding two dimensionless actual and anchor

constriction factors

fi � di/d0i (6)
and
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fAi � dAi/d0i, (7)

where d0i is the initial value of the interaction range of the force

center i.

Since our previous investigation did not reveal significant

correlations between weak constrictions observed in vivo [2], the

unratcheted constrictions are modeled here as an uncorrelated

Markov process generated using the Markov chain Monte Carlo

method [64]. ThisMarkov process describes random fluctuations

of the actual range di around the corresponding anchor range dAi.

Here, size fluctuations of different cells are statistically

independent and do not involve mechanical feedback.

The stepwise ratcheted apical constrictions, on the other

hand, strongly depend on mechanical feedback from apical

constrictions of other active cells likewise undergoing pulsatile

apical constrictions. In the enhanced AGF model, the anchor

range dAi undergoes a unidirectional stepwise reduction process

that models the cell area reduction due to ratcheted pulses of

planar multidirectional actomyosin constriction [49, 56]. The

stress-coupled ratcheted constrictions are simulated using a

method similar to that of our previous model [2], except that

a multistep process is employed instead of a single-step one. The

unratcheted and ratcheted stochastic processes are schematically

depicted in Figure 5 and described in detail in Section 3.3.1 and

Section 3.3.2, respectively.

3.3.1 Unratcheted constrictions modeled by the
interaction range fluctuations

The unratcheted fluctuations of the interaction range di of

cell i are generated from the Metropolis probability potential

Ei fi( ) � 1 + 1
fi

( ) fi − fAi( )2 (8)

using the standard MCMC approach. The potential defined by

Eq. 8 has a minimum at fi = fAi and diverges at fi → 0, which

prevents introduction of negative values of fi. The unratcheted

fluctuations of different cells are not coupled, except for the

coupling through the stress-correlated anchor ranges dAi, as

described in Section 3.3.2.

The MCMC for each particle is constructed as a sequence of

Monte Carlo steps. To perform a given step, we generate a trial

value of the constriction factor, ftrial
i � fi ± Δ, where fi is the

current constriction factor, Δ ≪ 1 is the size of the Monte Carlo

step, and the signs plus or minus are chosen with the same

probability. The trial step is accepted with the probability

Pi � e−bΔEi , ΔEi > 0,
1, ΔEi ≤ 0,

{ (9)

where

ΔEi � Ei f
trial
i( ) − Ei fi( ) (10)

is the change of the Metropolis potential (Figure 5); otherwise,

the trial step is rejected, and the constriction factor fi remains

unchanged. Smaller values of the parameter b in Eq. 9 allow

larger fluctuations. We use Δ = 10–2 in this study.

3.3.2 Ratcheted constrictions modeled by a
stress-correlated anchored process

As in our previous work [2], ratcheted constrictions are

described by a stress-driven stochastic process. In our present

algorithm we follow a similar procedure, except that the

constrictions occur in a multistep process. In a given

constriction step, the anchor potential range of a constricting

cell is reduced by a fixed ratio q,

fAi → qfAi (11)
(where q = 0.9 in our simulations). In subsequent simulation

steps, the elementary constriction Eq. 11 can be repeated multiple

times (Figure 5), until fAi < fc, where fc = 0.2 is the terminal

constriction factor. Each stepwise reduction of fAi represents the

effect of a ratcheted actomyosin pulse.

In a given simulation step, particle constrictions occur with

a finite probability Pi(si), where si is the feedback parameter

associated with constriction-triggering tensile stress σi
experienced by particle i. Since constriction chains develop

due to propagation of tensile stress along force chains [1, 2]

and not because of the anisotropy of particle stress itself, we

define the triggering stress in terms of the isotropic part of the

virial stress tensor, trSi. For compatibility with the previous

work [1, 2], we use a simplified expression for the triggering

stress

σ i � −ϵ−1 ∑
j≠i

dijfij, (12)

(where fij � |f ij|), which differs from trSi only by the

normalization factor and the use of the average interaction

range dij rather than the relative position rij.

To account for the observed dynamics of ratcheted

constrictions, we use the stress-feedback parameter with a cutoff

si � σ−1ref min σ i, σc( )[ ]pΘ σ i( ). (13)

The cutoff reduces the rate of ratcheted constrictions at large

tensile stresses and thus allows us to avoid an acceleration of

strong constrictions (which is not observed in vivo, according to

Figure 1). Ratcheted apical constrictions in ventral furrow cells,

on average, undergo 3.2 apical constriction pulses within 6 min.

Each pulse lasts approximately 30 s and the time between pulses

is approximately 80 s [49, 65].

The stress σi in Eq. 13 is normalized by the average tensile

stress σref experienced by a single cell constricted in the initial

configuration to f = 0.6. We use σc/σref = 0.4 for the cutoff value.

The Heaviside step function Θ in the feedback parameter Eq. 13

selects the tensile-stress domain σi > 0, and p = 3 is the stress-

sensitivity profile parameter. The constriction probabilities Pi(si)

are calculated from the relation
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Pi si( ) � α 1 + βsi( )
Na 1 + β( ), (14)

where the parameter β measures the magnitude of the stress

feedback contribution relative to the stress-insensitive

background value. The normalization factor α/Na (where Na is

the total number of active particles including the unconstricted

and constricted ones) controls the number of constrictions per

simulation step. We use α = 6 and β = 250 in our simulations. To

reflect the experimentally observed sharp onset of ratcheted

constrictions (Figures 1, 3), the probability Pi of ratcheted

constrictions is set to zero for times smaller than a specified

onset time.

3.3.3 The simulation procedure
The simulation starts from an initial equilibrated

configuration. At each simulation step we perform the

following calculations: 1) the anchor interaction force ranges

dAi = fAid0i are updated according to the procedure described in

Section 3.3.2; 2) the actual interaction force ranges di = fid0i are

updated for all force centers according to the MCMC procedure

described in Section 3.3.1; 3) the system is equilibrated again

using the procedure described in [66] and the triggering stresses

Eq. 12 are calculated from the equilibrated intercellular forces.

To generate the Voronoi cell-constriction patterns and

constricted-cell statistics, the force-center configurations are

postprocessed. The virial stresses are evaluated according to

Eq. 4, and the Voronoi cells are determined according to the

recipe described in Section 3.2. The area reduction factors, Eq. 1,

are then evaluated from the size of the Voronoi cells.

4 Simulation results

Representative results of our numerical simulations

performed using the enhanced AGF model are shown in

Figures 6–8. The simulation frames and the constriction data

are depicted in the form similar to the one employed to present

the in vivo results in Section 2. To determine the constriction

levels of simulated cells, we use the area reduction factor defined

in Eq. 1, with A denoting the current area of a Voronoi cell and

Aref representing the corresponding area in the initial state. The

time, measured by the number of simulation steps, is set to zero at

the beginning of the ratcheted constriction process and is

normalized by the time at which 40% of cells have reached

the rA = 0.65 constriction level.

The in vivo (Figure 1) and simulated (Figure 6) constriction

patterns show striking similarities. During the initial unratcheted

constriction phase a small fraction of cells undergo low-

amplitude fluctuations in size. During this phase, a few

constricted-cell clusters occur randomly due to the finite

concentration of constricted cells, but there is no coupling

between cell constrictions. Both in vivo and in simulations,

the constricted-cell clusters are transient.

FIGURE 6
Evolution of constriction patterns, as predicted by the enhanced AGFmodel. The active cells are color-coded by the value of the area reduction
factor rA (color bar); the passive cells are indicated in white. The time zero corresponds to the onset of ratcheted constrictions, and the time is
normalized by the time at which 40% of cells are constricted at the level rA = 0.65. The anteroposterior axis is horizontal. Only a portion of the
simulation domain is depicted.
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After the onset of ratcheted constrictions, the number of

constricted cells and their degree of constriction gradually

increase. During this phase, strong spatial correlations

between constricted cells develop, both in vivo and in

simulations. Namely, the cells form elongated clusters,

i.e., CCCs, which gradually create a network percolating the

system in the anteroposterior direction (Figures 2, 7).

In [2] we demonstrated that the statistics of experimentally

observed, strongly constricted cell clusters agree with the

corresponding results of numerical simulations based on the

original single-step ratcheted AGF model with mechanical

feedback. In the absence of mechanical feedback, agreement was

not obtained. These observations provided strong evidence that

mechanical feedback controls the collective constriction dynamics in

vivo. Similar chains are predicted by the current enhanced AGF

model with gradual constrictions (Figure 7). Thus, formation of

stress-induced CCCs does not depend on whether constrictions are

instantaneous or gradual. However, the enhanced AGF model

allows us to study the time progression of the constriction

process, which was not possible with the original AGF model.

FIGURE 7
Formation of cellular constriction chains during the simulated constriction process. The labeling is the same as in Figure 6, except that the color
scale is truncated to visualize the formation of chains of strongly constricted cells (rA ≤ 0.66). The anteroposterior axis is horizontal. A larger portion of
the simulation domain is depicted than the one represented in Figure 6 to show the development of an elongated percolating cluster oriented in the
anteroposterior direction.

FIGURE 8
Predictions of the enhanced AGF model for the progression of the apical constriction process. (A) The fraction of active cells with the area
reduction factor rA smaller than the specified value (as labeled) vs. normalized time (as defined in Figure 6). (B) The results shown in (A)multiplied by
the truncation function (TF) Eq. 15 that was fitted to the fraction of tracked cells shown in Figure 3A (Embryo 1). The simulation time is shifted and
rescaled to match the experimental timescale. The onset of the constrictions in the simulations is set to t = 150 s.
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The counts of constricted cells presented in Figure 8A show that

after the stress-correlated process of ratcheted constrictions begins at

time zero, the number of constricted cells undergoes a steady increase at

a rate that initially grows, and then remains approximately constant until

the fraction of constricted active cells approaches the saturation level at

100%. The number of constrictions increases at a similar rate for

different cutoffs of rA, but the onset of stronger constrictions is

delayed, similar to the in vivo results in Figure 3 (although the delay

in simulations is somewhat smaller).

To directly compare our numerical simulations with the

experimental data presented in Figure 3A for Embryo 1, we

replot the simulation results in Figure 8B using rescaled and

shifted time to match the experimental observation time. Since

the number of tracked cells decreases at long times due to the

limitations of the confocal imaging system (as discussed in Section

2), the simulation results are multiplied by the truncation function

fT t( ) � −tanh αc t − tc( )[ ] for t< tc,
0 for t≥ tc,

{ (15)

fitted to the current number of tracked cells in the experiment

depicted in Figure 3A. Here t is the observation time, tc and αc are

fitting parameters, and the fitted curve is normalized by the

maximal number of tracked cells. This procedure enables a direct

comparison of the simulation and experimental results.

With this correction for the experimental resolution, there is a

very good agreement between the simulations and in vivo data

(Figure 3A) up to time t ≈ 700 s, above which a comparison is not

possible because the experimental data lose resolution due to an

insufficient number of tracked cells. Considering that time

dependence of cell contractility in our model is not imposed but

arises entirely from tensile-stress feedback between constricting cells,

the agreement between the simulations and experimental data

provides further evidence that mechanical feedback is key to

governing the dynamics of the constriction process.

The agreement between simulations and in vivo results

occurs not only for overall constricted cell counts but also for

constriction histories of individual cells. As shown in Figure 9,

there is usually a sharp transition between the initial interval

of unratcheted constrictions and the following period of

ratcheted constrictions, during which the cell area gradually

decreases. The onset time and the rate of area decrease vary

significantly from cell to cell. For a given cell, the ratcheted

constriction rate is often approximately constant (Figures

9A,B), but the cell area can saturate at the late stage of the

process (Figure 9C).

The distribution of the onset time of ratcheted

constrictions of individual cells can be inferred from the

data presented in Figures 3, 8. Taking the value rA = 0.85

of the constriction factor as the ratcheted-constriction

threshold, the line rA = 0.85 can be interpreted as the

cumulative distribution of the ratcheted-constriction onset

times. For both in vivo and simulation data depicted in

Figure 3A and Figure 8, respectively, the distribution shows

that at time t = 400 s about 40% of cells have not started

ratcheted constrictions whereas 35% of cells have already

constricted to rA = 0.7. The variation of the constriction

onset time is associated with the spatial variation of tensile

stress in a cohesive cellular matter, according to our model.

Thus, concurrent presence of unconstricted and strongly

constricted cells (both in vivo and in silico) further

confirms that tensile stress plays a key role in coordinating

apical constrictions.

Additional insights into physical mechanisms involved in the

observed dynamics can be obtained from a comparison of the area

reduction factor rA and the square of the constriction factor fA for the

anchor interaction range with the stresses acting on the cell.We provide

this comparison for six representative cells in Figure 10, where we plot

these factors along with the trace trS and the smaller eigenvalue

S− � min S1, S2( ), (16)

of the virial stress tensor Eq. 4, where S1 and S2 are its eigenvalues.

The positive values of trS and S− correspond to tension and the

negative ones to compression.

The results depicted in Figures 10A–E show that the initiation of

the ratcheted constriction process for a given cell (black line) coincides

with the initiation of the tensile stress increase (blue line). This behavior

is associated with the two-way coupling between the constrictions and

stress. The first ratcheted constriction occurs randomly with low

probability because of a low value of the triggering stress Eq. 12 (in

Figure 10 approximated by trS). This constriction produces an

increased tensile stress, resulting in a cascade of ratcheted

constrictions. The first constriction is often associated with a prior

moderate increase of tensile stress due to constrictions of the neighbors.

Since mechanical stresses in particulate media propagate along force

chains, this interparticle coupling is responsible for formation of CCCs

(Refs. [1, 2] and Figures 2, 7).

The area reduction factor rAoften follows the anchored constriction

factor f2
A (Figures 10A–C). However, due to mechanical deformation

associated with tensile or compressive stresses acting on the cell, rA can

also be either larger (Figure 10D) or smaller (Figures 10E, F) than f2
A.

We find that even a moderate compressive stress (S− ≲ 0) acting across

thewidthof an elongated cell (green line in Figures 10E,F) can result in a

significant area reduction (orange line). In some cases, a strong

reduction of cell area can occur even without ratcheted constrictions

(Figure 10F). Since cell compression often occurs in unconstricted

regions between connected CCCs [2], the local compressive stress and

the associated cell-size reduction facilitate coherent invagination of the

entire strip of active cells.

5 Discussion

Combined with our previous findings regarding formation of

CCCs [1, 2], the results presented here provide compelling
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FIGURE 9
Constriction histories of individual cells. (A–C) depict examples of time evolution of individual cells for the same embryos as the ones analyzed
in Figures 1–3. Embryo 2 (first column), Embryo 1 (second column), and simulated trajectories (third column).

FIGURE 10
Mechanics of the cellular constriction process. (A–F) Time histories of the area reduction factor rA and the square of the anchor constriction
factor f2A are shown alongwith the trace trS and the smaller eigenvalue S− of the normalized virial stress tensor Eq. 4 (as labeled) for several cells in the
simulated constricting system. Time normalization as defined in Figure 6. Positive stress corresponds to tension and negative stress to compression.
Cells respond to the stresses both by passive deformation and by active ratcheted constrictions represented by a stepwise decrease of f2A.
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evidence that tensile mechanical stress feedback plays a pivotal

role during the apical constriction phase of VFF. Our enhanced

AGF model with MCMC fluctuations captures not only the

experimentally observed chain-like constriction patterns

(Figure 7), but also the overall dynamics of the constriction

process (Figure 8) and key features of constriction histories of

individual living cells in the active ventral region (Figures 9, 10).

We find that the transition from unratcheted to ratcheted

apical constriction phase is remarkably sharp (Figure 3),

consistent with data from other groups [56]. The underlying

in vivomechanism of this transition has yet to be elucidated. Our

analysis of the apical constriction histories in vivo and in silico

shows that the onset of ratcheted apical constrictions in

individual cells is also sharp, but the time of onset and rate of

subsequent ratcheted constrictions significantly vary from cell to

cell (Figure 9). We also observe that often there is an increase in

the apical area of individual cells just before the onset of ratcheted

constrictions. This preceding increase in area is likely caused by

cells’ passive response to tensile mechanical stress generated by

the constrictions of nearby cells. Since this constriction-initiating

stress propagates along precursor stress lines, it causes formation

of CCCs [2]. The varying times of the constriction onset and the

differences in constriction rates between cells are due to tensile

stress nonuniformities, which are characteristic of cohesive

particulate matter and are amplified by the formation of CCCs.

We emphasize that our model reproduces many details of the

time progression of the constriction process without introducing

a prescribed time evolution of cell contractility. Unlike the results

of an earlier study by Spahn and Reuter [62] where fluctuating

constriction dynamics were modeled assuming Wiener

fluctuations about an imposed time evolution of cell

contractility, in our approach the constriction dynamics are

driven by mechanical stress feedback. The constriction

patterns and collective cell dynamics result from the

development of the underlying strongly inhomogeneous

tensile stress field controlling cell constrictions and not from a

prescribed contractility evolution.

We also note that other models of VFF [24, 51, 67–70] focus

on the actual invagination of the furrow, but do not examine the

preceding propagation of apical constrictions, as our study does.

Moreover, while these investigations provide invaluable insights

into the mechanics of VFF, none of them analyzes the effects of

mechanical stress feedback. Below, we discuss some implications

of our investigations in the context of coordination of

morphogenetic movements by mechanical forces and the

associated stress feedback.

Since the anterior and posterior end caps of the embryo

remain relatively stationary throughout the VFF process [55], as

more cells constrict and a network of CCCs percolates across the

entire ventral field, the intensity of anteroposterior mechanical

tension dramatically increases. The tension in the percolating

CCC network causes both local-level and ventral field-wide

effects. On the cellular level, we have previously shown that

an increase in tensile mechanical stress coupled with mechanical

stress feedback driving the formation of CCCs encourages

ratcheted constrictions in cells with decreased contractility [2].

The stress-induced constrictions of such cells can restore the

formation of a percolating network of CCCs and ensure

generation of strong anteroposterior tensile stress in the entire

ventral region.

Our current results extend our previous work to cells that did

not undergo ratcheted constrictions because of a delayed

constriction onset. We find that the buildup of tension along

the CCCs can generate local regions of compression in the areas

enclosed by interconnected chains of the stress-carrying network

of CCCs. As tension increases in the chains, the enclosed

unconstricted cells will experience compressive forces oriented

normal to the anteroposterior direction. This compression can

reduce the widths of the cell apices without the need for ratcheted

actomyosin pulses (see Figure 10F, Figure 11B). Since the tension

that generates the transverse compression is approximately

uniform along the entire ventral field, compression-induced

constrictions are synchronized between different local regions,

allowing all unconstricted cells in the active region to quickly

reduce their width when the tissue starts to buckle inwards at the

onset of actual invagination.

Anteroposterior tension along the curved ventral region

produces dorsoventral compression that pushes the field

dorsally (inwards), as depicted in Figure 11A and investigated

in [70, 71]. This effect, analogous to the inward deformation of a

soft tissue caused by a tight elastic band, is proportional to both

the curvature and tension. A recent thin-shell model [70] shows

that the inward stress generated by apical constrictions can alone

produce an invagination similar to ventral furrow. However, we

expect that for a finite-thickness viscoelastic cell layer of an

embryo, such an invagination would be hindered by elastic

bending stresses arising in the cell layer that changes its

curvature and buckles inward.

In the light of the above reasoning, we hypothesize that cells

do not merely passively deform in response to the applied inward

pressure. Instead, to prevent generation of bending stresses

counteracting the invagination, the applied pressure triggers

coordinated apicobasal shortening and basal expansion of

ventral field cells (Figure 11C) that have been shown to drive

ventral furrow invagination [51]. This triggering behavior is

similar to the local-deformation mechanism considered in the

model of mechanical feedback effects developed in [72]. Thus, we

propose that ventral furrow is formed by a stress-synchronized

combination of the 3D cell shape changes and the inward

pressure produced by the ventral field-wide tension of the

network of CCCs.

The above mechanical-feedback scenarios are consistent with

the results of experiments by Guglielmi et al. [23], who observed

that a sufficiently strong local optogenetic inhibition of cell

contractility leads to ventral field-wide arrest of VFF. Such

inhibition disrupts formation of the percolating tension-
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bearing network of CCCs so there is no inward compression to

trigger the transition to the invagination phase of VFF. In

contrast, at a lower level of optogenetic inhibition,

constrictions were observed to penetrate through the

disrupted region [2, 23]. This penetration enabled propagation

of a percolating network of CCCs, thereby restoring the

mechanical synchronicity of the entire ventral field and the

formation of the ventral furrow in both the unaffected regions

and the optogenetically affected domain.

If the initiation of basal expansion and apicobasal

shortening by inward stress exerted by CCCs is confirmed

by future studies, this would suggest that VFF is controlled by

a cascade of the following mechanical-feedback effects. At the

early stage of VFF the tensile-stress feedback produces a

network of CCCs over the curved ventral field. The

resulting inward stress triggers the invagination process,

and intercellular tension decreases because the invaginating

elastic cell strip with CCCs shortens as its curvature

diminishes. This change in tension induces Snail-dependent

disassembly of adherens junctions and brings about the

observed epithelial-mesenchymal transition in the

invaginated tissue [4].

Others have also found evidence for the involvement of

tensile stress in VFF. By means of an algorithm used to find

astronomical filamentous structures, Yevick et al. identified a

supracellular actomyosin cytoskeletal network that provides

robustness to the invagination of the ventral furrow [71].

These authors traced a myosin II network in the ventral field

demonstrating redundant paths and a stiffer network oriented

along the tensile stress direction. They discovered that the

network grows along tensile stress [5, 71]. These authors seem

to have been unaware of our findings on the propagation of apical

constrictions by mechanical feedback along lines of tension [1].

Despite somewhat divergent views, both groups observed similar

phenomena and formed similar conclusions.

It was recently shown that mechanotransductive cascade of

endoderm invaginations can be triggered by mechanical cues [3],

and similar stress-feedback mechanisms may be at play during

cephalic furrow formation [73, 74]. Work done using magnetic

nanoparticles has demonstrated the ability of experimentally

controlled forces in gastrulating Drosophila embryos to produce

morphogenetic movements [3, 75]. Thus, the picture that emerges

is onewheremechanical feedbackmight produce stresses and triggers

that encompass the entirety of morphogenesis in gastrulation. Rather

than only being involved in isolated morphogenetic movements,

mechanical feedback may orchestrate the entire gastrulation process,

coordinating all of the Drosophila morphogenetic movements:

ventral furrow formation, cephalic furrow formation, dorsal

transverse fold formation, posterior midgut invagination, anterior

midgut invagination, and germband extension.

FIGURE 11
Schematic of how the percolation of tension along CCCs generates region-wide changes to help produce coherent invagination throughout
the entire ventral field. (A) Anteroposterior tension (red arrows) that builds up along the active region between the relatively immobile anterior and
posterior end caps of theDrosophila embryo causes a region-wide dorsoventral compression (blue arrows) that pushes the entire region inwards. (B)
Regions of unconstricted cells (yellow) that are surrounded by cells already in the constriction chains (brown) experience compressive forces
(blue arrows) arising from the anteroposterior tension in the CCCs (red arrows). These transverse compressive forces, acting perpendicular to the
tensile stress direction, cause cells between constriction chains to reduce their apical areas as the tension increases, despite these cells having
completed few or no ratcheted pulses. Thus, CCCs carrying tension along the anteroposterior axis and the cells compressed by the chains
synchronously reduce apical areas throughout the whole ventral furrow field. (C) Cross-sectional embryo schematic showing how stresses
associated with formation of CCCs can trigger the invagination phase of VFF. When the active region moves inward and flattens as a result of a
combination of local apical constrictions and the inward pressure generated by the high-tension network of CCCs, compressive stress develops
along the basal surface (straight blue line). Mechanical stress feedback then promotes the basal expansion that is necessary for successful
invagination of the furrow.
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Despite the above findings, there are many open questions

regarding molecular mechanisms involved in transduction of

mechanical feedback and generation of the required mechanical

activity of cells involved in morphogenetic movements. A recent

study has demonstrated that optogenetic activation of

Rho1 induces actomyosin contraction and ectopic furrow

formation in both ventral and dorsal tissues at the onset of

gastrulation. In the ventral epithelium, cell shape changes and

tissue changes are similar to those in VFF; however, in the dorsal

epithelium, cells and tissues behave differently. This implies that

the dorsal epithelium is less mechanically active than the ventral

epithelium. It is likely that dorsal, twist and possibly snail are

necessary for the mechanical behavior of the ventral epithelium

[76]. These results suggest that there are cellular components and

certain arrangements of cellular components in the presumptive

mesoderm that are necessary for efficient mechanical feedback.

Here, we presented our enhanced mechanical-feedback-

based AGF model that incorporates unratcheted apical cell

size fluctuations and multistep ratcheted apical constrictions.

We showed that our model faithfully captures both region-wide

dynamics and individual cell area trajectories. These results

contribute to the mounting evidence that mechanical-feedback

control plays a critical role in embryonic development. Further

investigation of the ventral field-wide synchronization

mechanism and correlation between molecular motor activity

and degree of constriction will advance our understanding of

the phenomena identified in this study. We are currently

working on modeling mechanical feedback effects for the

entirety of VFF.
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